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Transport Institutions and Integration: 

Getting It Right in a Time of Change 

Reggie Tricker, Senior Transport Planner, Arup 

1 Introduction 

Transport Scotland was set up in 2006, and in the last ten years regional transport partnerships and 

transport authority structures have remained largely stable. Meanwhile, a number of changes 

driving transport choices and pressures and demands on transport funding have emerged. These 

trends vary across Scotland and affect urban and rural regions differentially. This paper asks how 

governance can move on in the next ten years, and what roles and structures may be required to 

integrate transport, providing power at the right level to sound investment decisions across logical 

geographic areas, with appropriate investment timeframes. 

1.1 Background to this paper 

In this paper, we look across Scotland’s borders, to compare practice from selected examples in the 

UK and from the rest of the World, to assess what, if anything, can be learnt from examples of 

devolved government and sub-national transport delivery practices. We provide examples of how 

delivery is happening and changing in Scotland. We highlight opportunities for public sector 

delivery models to evolve to provide coordinated investment in a range of transport options, across 

modes and areas. 
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2 Scottish Regional Transport Governance Picture 
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Transport Scotland was set up in 2006, and 

became an integrated entity inclusive of all the 

Scottish Government’s transport functions in 

2010. Scotland is currently divided into seven 

Regional Transport Partnerships (RTPs, Figure 

1). RTPs slightly pre-date the establishment of 

Transport Scotland, by one year. They take a 

partnership approach to coordinating and 

managing cross-authority transport matters in 

their areas. They have their own funding 

streams levied from local authorities, and 

deliver discrete schemes, often focussed on 

matters such as travel planning, car sharing and 

freight industry liaison, providing coordination 

and facilitating liaison between constituent 

Councils at the officer and political level.  

“The role of Regional Transport 

Partnerships (RTPs) is to strengthen the 

planning and delivery of regional 

transport developments.” Transport 

Scotland
1
 

Figure 1 (left). Regional Transport Partnerships in 

Scotland 

Figure 2. Regional Transport Partnership areas in Scotland. Source: Transport Scotland (aggregated from 

local authority figures, 2010-11)
2
 

Regional Transport Partnership area 
Population Size 

(Million, approx.) 

Area 

(km
2
, approx.)  

Strathclyde Partnership for Transport (SPT) 2.1 6,700 

South-East of Scotland Transport Partnership (SESTRAN) 1.5 8,250 

Tayside and Central Scotland Transport Partnership (TACTRAN) 0.5 9,700 

North-East of Scotland Transport Partnership (NESTRANS) 0.5 6,500 

Highlands and Islands Transport Partnership (HITRANS) 0.4 39,000 

South-West of Scotland Transport Partnership (Swestrans) 0.2 6,500 

Shetland Transport Partnership (ZetTrans) 0.02 1,500 

The Strathclyde Partnership for Transport’s role is broader than the other RTPs, owning and 

operating both the Glasgow subway and major bus stations across the west of Scotland (more akin 

to the English PTE areas); three of the seven RTPs have the role of ‘public transport 

authority’.There are no gaps in the coverage of the RTPs, i.e. each local authority has an affiliation 

with one of them. Their set up has not been publicly and independently reviewed since their initial 

                                                 
1
 http://www.transport.gov.scot/public-transport/regional-transport-partnerships#Overview  

2
 http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2012/02/2421/1  

http://www.transport.gov.scot/public-transport/regional-transport-partnerships#Overview
http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2012/02/2421/1
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consultation in 2004, although a COSLA working group produced a paper in 2015
3
; the RTPs were 

amongst its authors. The RTPs have themselves identified that their functioning could be 

improved
4
: 

“…the opportunity of RTPs as statutory, democratically-accountable legal entities that are 

partnerships of local authorities has not been fully explored and exploited since their 

establishment in 2006.” (RTP submission to Transport Scotland) 

2.1 Overview of City Deals in Scotland 

2.1.1 Edinburgh and South East 

Scotland City Region Deal 

The pledge to develop the Deal was announced at the 

budget on 16
th

 March 2016. The area covered 

represents 24% of Scotland’s total population; Figure 

3 indicates the local authorities covered. Little 

further information is publicly available on the 

specific city deal transport content at time of writing.  

Figure 3 (left). Local authorities part of the Edinburgh 

and South East Scotland City Deal. (Source: 

www.acceleratinggrowth.org.uk/) 

2.1.2 Glasgow and Clyde Valley (GCV) City Deal 

The Glasgow City Deal is the most advanced of the deals in Scotland. Full text published in July 

2014. Schemes targeted at improving the transport network which seem likely to emanate from the 

£1.13BN twenty-year infrastructure fund include those aimed at facilitating access to development 

and regeneration sites including public transport schemes. Official and up to date information on the 

detail of the City Deal schemes is not readily accessible, with no dedicated City Deal website for 

the area, and information spread across local authority and party political websites. The description 

of the deal on the Renfrewshire Council website is included in Figure 4. 

                                                 
3
 http://www.transport.gov.scot/system/files/documents/reports/SG-RTP%20Working%20Group%20-%20Report%20-

%20Final%20-%20August%202015%20-%20PDF.pdf  
4
 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S4_LocalGovernmentandRegenerationCommittee/lg_RegionalTransportPartnerships

ofScotland.pdf  

http://www.acceleratinggrowth.org.uk/
http://www.transport.gov.scot/system/files/documents/reports/SG-RTP%20Working%20Group%20-%20Report%20-%20Final%20-%20August%202015%20-%20PDF.pdf
http://www.transport.gov.scot/system/files/documents/reports/SG-RTP%20Working%20Group%20-%20Report%20-%20Final%20-%20August%202015%20-%20PDF.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S4_LocalGovernmentandRegenerationCommittee/lg_RegionalTransportPartnershipsofScotland.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S4_LocalGovernmentandRegenerationCommittee/lg_RegionalTransportPartnershipsofScotland.pdf
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Figure 4. Transport components in the Glasgow and Clyde Valley City Deal (Source: Renfrewshire Council 

website) 

 

2.1.3 Aberdeen City Region Deal 

The Aberdeen City Region Deal (Figure 6) proposes improved infrastructure to enhance road and 

rail connectivity in North East Scotland, including providing infrastructure at key hubs such as the 

proposed outer harbour in Aberdeen. It has the clearest set of publicly available information 

supporting the deal with a dedicated website (http://www.abzdeal.com). 

2.1.4 Inverness City Deal 

George Osborne was due to visit Inverness in late March
5
, with the £135 central/local government 

City Deal announced as this paper was being finalised
6
. Transport projects muted in the early 

proposals include
7
: 

 Investment in a strategic road between the A9 and the A96 to development opportunities in east 

of Inverness; 

 Investment in transport infrastructure at Longman roundabout, affecting access over Kessock 

Bridge and industrial development at Longman East; 

 West Link road to access housing development; 

 Establish a budget for air routes and services from Inverness Airport; 

 Enhance the Old Town centre through projects in Victorian Market, railway station and 

Academy Street; and, 

 Inverness Castle Improvements. 

  
                                                 
5
 Press and Journal https://www.pressandjournal.co.uk/fp/news/politics/863728/chancellor-expected-to-unveil-

inverness-city-deal-next-week/  
6
 http://www.theplanner.co.uk/news/inverness-city-deal-signed  

7
 http://www.inverness-courier.co.uk/News/410m-City-Deal-wish-list-to-improve-Inverness-28082015.htm 

http://renfrewshire.cmis.uk.com/renfrewshire/Document.ashx?czJKcaeAi5tUFL1DTL2UE4zNRBcoShgo=ufe36xm2vg2hGgtmjfvXi%2BSF27wHY8m0dZCPzDucXjTaM%2Bayk3G8Sg%3D%3D&rUzwRPf%2BZ3zd4E7Ikn8Lyw%3D%3D=pwRE6AGJFLDNlh225F5QMaQWCtPHwdhUfCZ%2FLUQzgA2uL5jNRG4jdQ%3D%3D&mCTIbCubSFfXsDGW9IXnlg%3D%3D=hFflUdN3100%3D&kCx1AnS9%2FpWZQ40DXFvdEw%3D%3D=hFflUdN3100%3D&uJovDxwdjMPoYv%2BAJvYtyA%3D%3D=ctNJFf55vVA%3D&FgPlIEJYlotS%2BYGoBi5olA%3D%3D=NHdURQburHA%3D&d9Qjj0ag1Pd993jsyOJqFvmyB7X0CSQK=ctNJFf55vVA%3D&WGewmoAfeNR9xqBux0r1Q8Za60lavYmz=ctNJFf55vVA%3D&WGewmoAfeNQ16B2MHuCpMRKZMwaG1PaO=ctNJFf55vVA%3D
http://renfrewshire.cmis.uk.com/renfrewshire/Document.ashx?czJKcaeAi5tUFL1DTL2UE4zNRBcoShgo=ufe36xm2vg2hGgtmjfvXi%2BSF27wHY8m0dZCPzDucXjTaM%2Bayk3G8Sg%3D%3D&rUzwRPf%2BZ3zd4E7Ikn8Lyw%3D%3D=pwRE6AGJFLDNlh225F5QMaQWCtPHwdhUfCZ%2FLUQzgA2uL5jNRG4jdQ%3D%3D&mCTIbCubSFfXsDGW9IXnlg%3D%3D=hFflUdN3100%3D&kCx1AnS9%2FpWZQ40DXFvdEw%3D%3D=hFflUdN3100%3D&uJovDxwdjMPoYv%2BAJvYtyA%3D%3D=ctNJFf55vVA%3D&FgPlIEJYlotS%2BYGoBi5olA%3D%3D=NHdURQburHA%3D&d9Qjj0ag1Pd993jsyOJqFvmyB7X0CSQK=ctNJFf55vVA%3D&WGewmoAfeNR9xqBux0r1Q8Za60lavYmz=ctNJFf55vVA%3D&WGewmoAfeNQ16B2MHuCpMRKZMwaG1PaO=ctNJFf55vVA%3D
http://www.abzdeal.com/
https://www.pressandjournal.co.uk/fp/news/politics/863728/chancellor-expected-to-unveil-inverness-city-deal-next-week/
https://www.pressandjournal.co.uk/fp/news/politics/863728/chancellor-expected-to-unveil-inverness-city-deal-next-week/
http://www.theplanner.co.uk/news/inverness-city-deal-signed
http://www.inverness-courier.co.uk/News/410m-City-Deal-wish-list-to-improve-Inverness-28082015.htm
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Figure 5. Proposals in Aberdeen City Region Deal
8
 

 

Figure 6. Aberdeen City Region Deal, Heads of Terms, January 20169 

 

3 English Regional Transport Governance Picture 

                                                 

8
 Source: https://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/media/5967/citydealv1210thmarch.pdf  

9
 Source: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/498891/Signed_Heads_of_Terms_Januar

y_2016.pdf  

https://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/media/5967/citydealv1210thmarch.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/498891/Signed_Heads_of_Terms_January_2016.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/498891/Signed_Heads_of_Terms_January_2016.pdf
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In this section, we set out some recent changes to local authority governance in England, where 

strides are being taken to group responsibilities for transport across adjacent local authorities. 

3.1 Combined Authorities 

Legislation has been passed permitting the creation of Combined 

Authorities. Since then, English devolution has been progressing at a 

rapid rate. These are groups formed by local authorities based on a 

common functional economic area. They do not replicate the previous 

regional structures of decentralised Government, and may therefore be 

termed ‘sub-national’ rather than necessarily regional in nature. These 

bodies have required new or enhanced relationships to be formed, and 

some created dividing lines through geographies that previously 

would have been seen as one (e.g. the North East Government Office 

for the Region, now divided into separate Combined Authorities for 

the North East and Tees Valley, with Darlington located in the 

latter). 

Figure 7 (top left). Cover of 

Local Transport Today, 

emphasising changes in 

transport governance (Source: LTT, 

18-31 March 2016
10

) 

Among the intended aims and advantages of the devolution 

arrangements are better informed strategic investment 

decisions for transport, determined by groups of local 

authorities to support economic priorities. In transport, this in 

theory means looking across modes of transport and across 

the borders of local authorities to reach decisions on the best 

ways to achieve this.  

Figure 8 (left). Examples of English devolution showing Combined 

Authority areas
11

. 

Basis of Combined Authorities 

Some PTE-areas have expanded and transformed into 

combined authorities. Other areas have started off with a basis 

of having had no previous PTE to begin with. Figure 8 shows 

the current Combined Authorities/proposals in England. 

Table 1. Size of Combined Authorities in England by population size and area. 

Combined Authority 
Population Size 

(Million, approx.) 

Area 

(km
2
, approx.)  

                                                 
10

 https://www.transportxtra.com/publications/local-transport-today/news/  
11

 Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Combined_authority  

https://www.transportxtra.com/publications/local-transport-today/news/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Combined_authority
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Greater Manchester Combined Authority
12

 3.4 1,250 

West Midlands/Greater Birmingham Combined Authority
13

 2.8 900 

North East Combined Authority 2.3 7,750 

North Midlands Combined Authority 1.9 4,850 

Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire and Northamptonshire 1.9 6,750 

Sheffield City Region Combined Authority 1.7 3,500 

Liverpool City Region Combined Authority 1.5 725 

Tees Valley 0.7 800 

Table 1 shows that there is no particularly consistent or rational size for a Combined Authority. The 

remits of each combined authority are also locally negotiated between constituent local authorities 

and central government, with ‘deals’ signed off directly with the Chancellor of the Exchequer; these 

provide a tailored set of powers, or expectations, accompanied by multi-year funding agreements, 

that are intended to provide greater certainty over central Government investment (even if the 

annual quantum of monies may not appear to be significant compared to the scale of overall costs of 

sub-national infrastructure). 

3.2 City Regions in England 

City Regions (Figure 9) are not the same as CAs, but the terminology is often used interchangeably 

– perhaps underrepresenting the significance of more rurally-based authorities/communities within 

them. CAs and CRs in a given area do not always share the same boundaries (e.g. Leeds). Neither 

CAs nor CRs match with geographic ‘regions’ which were previously adapted and used for 

Governmental structures (such as Government Offices for the Regions and Regional Assemblies). 

Not all CAs have a corresponding City Region initiative (e.g. the North East). City Regions also 

exist in Scotland and Wales, as well as England. 

Figure 9 (left). City Region areas in the UK
14

 

City Regions in England include Greater Manchester 

Statutory City Region; Leeds City Region; Liverpool City 

Region; Sheffield City Region; Swansea Bay City Region; 

Tees Valley City Region.  

City Deals in Scotland have been criticised for not fully 

replicating the remits of their English devolutionary 

counterparts. City Deals in Scotland include Glasgow and 

Clyde Valley City Region, Aberdeen City Region, 

Edinburgh and South East Scotland City Region and 

Inverness City Region (at various stages in development). 

These are referred to in more detail in Section 2.1. 

                                                 
12

 Strategic governance over Greater Manchester Statutory City Region 
13

 Based on West Midlands county 
14

 Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/City_region_(United_Kingdom)  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greater_Manchester_Combined_Authority
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/West_Midlands_Combined_Authority
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_East_Combined_Authority
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=North_Midlands_Combined_Authority&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buckinghamshire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxfordshire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northamptonshire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sheffield_City_Region_Combined_Authority
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liverpool_City_Region_Combined_Authority
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tees_Valley
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/City_region_(United_Kingdom)
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“In Scotland, then, the City Deals (or city region deals) seem to be almost entirely about the 

money rather than significant changes in the way government works and power is 

distributed.”
15

 

3.2.1 Transport Funding in Combined Authorities and City Regions 

The Combined Authority/City Region responsibilities for transport integrated with a City Deal are 

seen as a powerful combination in the provision of integrated transport. City Deal funding 

prioritisation and allocation packages encompass the matters such as rail devolution and bus 

improvement, as examples (e.g. Transport for Greater Manchester and the Greater Manchester City 

Deal; RTPS, 2014). 

4 Case Studies of Regional Transport Governance in 

Scotland and England 

4.1 South East Scotland Regional Transport Partnership 

(SESTRAN) 

SESTRAN is a statutory body, under the Transport (Scotland) Act 2005. It has produced a Regional 

Transport Strategy for South East Scotland. Its Partnership Board consists of 20 elected members 

from the partnership local authorities, which meets quarterly. Its implementation activities, where it 

works alongside local authority activities, include: 

                                                 
15

 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-scotland-business-35456000  

 Commuter promotions (e.g. cycling, car 

sharing); 

 Grant schemes for business travel 

planning; 

 Multi-operator/modal ticketing; 

 European research (e.g. International 

freight movements); and, 

 Freight quality partnership meetings. 

4.2 North East Combined Authority (NECA) 

NECA is a new local authority which operates alongside the existing local authorities forming part 

of its area. It serves to coordinate of transport across the local authorities, and deliver devolution of 

responsibilities from central government, (Figure 10), with a context of other initiatives. Arup was 

commissioned to undertake an initial review of organisational requirements for transport in the 

Combined Authority. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-scotland-business-35456000
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Figure 10. Consideration of NECA’s context 

 

NECA’s remit in transport is potentially very broad. It exists to plan, fund, construct and potentially 

operate and manage an integrated and multi-modal transport network, alongside its broader 

economic growth functions. Its challenges, in the early stages of its existence, lie in defining its 

activities and establishing its role within existing government structures during this period of 

change. 

One of the clearer roles for NECA is in the formulation of a Local Transport Plan for the area. This 

has been commenced by a strategy team acting on behalf of the seven constituent councils, known 

as the Regional Transport Team, and working to NECA as part of a service level agreement with 

Newcastle Council. NECA also has a managing director for transport operations (whose role 

includes leading Nexus), although delivery functions for transport are complex. The challenge is to 

build a dynamic focus on tactical decision making. 

Public transport is provided by Nexus in Tyne and Wear, but currently delegated by NECA to 

Durham and Northumberland County councils in their areas. Local authorities are responsible for 

development of local highways, but co-ordinate network management through a series of co-

operative working arrangements.  

Liaison occurs with external agencies providing transport (e.g. Highways England, Network Rail, 

Transport Operating Companies), with a Regional Transport Team working alongside Nexus, in the 

case of public transport, and constituent local authorities, in the case of highways. With the transfer 

of powers, there is a clear opportunity for NECA to continue to develop relationships with other 

sub-national bodies, representing the interests of its constituent local authorities. 

“The North East Combined Authority is working towards an integrated and upgraded 

transport system across the region, with devolved responsibility for all aspects of capital and 

revenue funding. This would be accompanied by additional investment to deliver transport 

improvements. The new authority should have the power to regulate buses and commission 

Highways England directly to carry out road improvements. We plan to develop a long-term 

strategy for developing our ports as key trade assets and to establish new international routes 

from Newcastle International Airport.” Statement of Devolution Intent (September 2015) 
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4.2.1 Transport for the North
16

 (TfN) 

Transport for North (TfN) is a relatively new body, and the following information is sourced from 

the TfN website. Arup has been commissioned to assist in the development of a detailed 

organisational design for Transport for the North. 

TfN represents all 11 Local Enterprise Partnerships and all Combined Authorities and Local 

Transport Authorities in the North. Its role is to enhance and add value to the existing governance 

framework between local and central government – providing strategic planning and development 

for the transport networks of the North, working with partners to help achieve the Northern 

Powerhouse vision. Following new primary legislation through the Cities & Local Government 

Devolution Act, TfN is progressing its aim of being established as a statutory ‘sub-national’ 

Transport Body by the end of 2016/17.  

TfN states that its powers are created by devolution from central government, rather than loss of 

powers, responsibilities or funding from local level; pooling of powers can only be undertaken by 

agreement and will be focused where it adds value. TfN is looking at the following powers, to: 

 Create a statutory Northern Transport Strategy; 

 Coordinate and deliver a cross-Northern system of smart and integrated ticketing; 

 Partner with central government to commission Department for Transport agencies; 

 Coordinate and oversee the delivery of cross-northern transport investments; 

 Support and assist Local Transport Authorities and Local Enterprise Partnerships to deliver 

strategic local transport improvements; 

 Further strengthen governance arrangements, allowing northern transport authorities to 

participate as members of TfN; and, 

 Agree arrangements to develop the role and powers of Rail North. Rail North is currently 

established as a company, owned by the transport authorities of the North, to work with DfT to 

deliver improvements in the Northern and Transpennine Express passenger rail franchises. 

Moving forward, it is seen that there is a strong case for Rail North to be included within the 

new statutory arrangements for TfN, allowing rail services to be managed more directly from 

the North. 

In terms of active travel, the Spring 2016 report state that, “For more local schemes, Local 

Enterprise Partnerships, Combined Authorities and Local Transport Authorities are best placed to 

make decisions about local connectivity, including for roads, rail, tram, bus, walking, cycling, 

demand management, and behaviour change.” 

                                                 
16

 http://www.transportforthenorth.com/pdfs/The-Northern-Transport-Strategy-Spring-2016-Report.PDF  

http://www.transportforthenorth.com/pdfs/The-Northern-Transport-Strategy-Spring-2016-Report.PDF
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5 Comparing and Analysing Models of Transport 

Governance 

5.1 Some Differences Between Areas of Governance in Scotland 

and England 

Earlier sections outline the Scottish and English models of sub-/regional governance, and allow 

some comparisons between Scottish Regional Transport Partnerships (RTPs) and English 

Combined Authorities (CAs) to be made: 

 Both Scottish RTPs and English CAs are statutory in their formation, but RTPs do not have the 

standing of a ‘local authority,’ unlike CAs; 

 Scottish RTPs do not have a strong membership steer from the business community; this 

contrasts with English CAs, which commonly involve and share boundaries and 

resourcing/staffing/representation with Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs); 

 English CAs are typically smaller in area than the Scottish RTPs (which tend to be around 

6000km
2
); some of the larger CAs including county areas (for example NECA) are similar in 

area to the RTPs; and, 

 Glasgow and Edinburgh (manifested in SPT and SESTran, respectivity) are the only Scottish 

RTP areas that approach the English CAs in terms of a comparable population size. 

5.2 Findings from Other Studies 

Transport governance and decision making has been the subject of a number of comparison studies. 

Several European and UK research Council funded projects were undertaken in the early 2000s, 

with equivalent studies by the Transportation Research Board in the United States of America (see 

References). More recently, focus has been on appropriate models of governance for emerging 

economies in less developed countries. The question is, do these studies and intelligence 

sufficiently influence practice, or is the importance of establishing sound organisational structures 

and inclusive decision making leap-frogged when there is a more immediate political focus on 

announcements of schemes and investment deals? 

Many set-ups exist across the world, each responding to the history of governance in their 

respective location, the legislative framework overseeing the operation of the transport system (for 

example, matters such as bus regulation), and the geographic context (affecting criteria such as 

distances travelled and infrastructure/modes of transport available). For example, the US is more 

focussed on transforming operations-led institutions, where transit companies previously focussed 

on the business of running bus vehicles are now broadening their scope and retrofitting more 

strategic, multi-modal planning functions into their structures. Notable examples in the UK of 

widening the scopes of planning and delivery include Leeds, Tyne and Wear and Greater 

Manchester. 

The variables in organisational structure and complexity in relation to the scope of responsibility 

and decision making from the above studies can be can be summarised as in Table 2, below. 
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Table 2. Scope of responsibilities between organisations with different purviews over transport planning and 

operations 

 
Large 

complex 

organisation  

More 

restricted 

remit  

Integration with land use planning 

 

Transport as a sole interest 

Multi-modal coverage 

 

Public transport focus 

Public transport coordination powers 

 

Lack of public transport control 

Highways improvements and 

management 
 

Non-highways remit 

Large self-standing formal organisation 

 

Voluntary body 

Strategy and operations 

 

Strategy or operations 

Regional governance organisations potentially benefit from demand management and modal shift 

functions existing alongside ‘traditional’ operational and investment activities, to allow tactical 

decision making and comparison of respective advantages over the long term. As examples, the 

Scottish Government (2003) presented a number of European and American case studies to inform 

an ‘ideal’ allocation of transport responsibilities, prior to the setting up of other projects; the then-

current organisational models analysed included Helsinki, Stockholm, London, Munich, Zurich, 

Madrid, Barcelona, Copenhagen, Paris, and Vancouver. The overall conclusions were consistent 

with those of other studies, including backing up the need for: 

 Appropriate national coordination and involvement, including legal and regulatory support; 

 Adequate funding and correct pricing, including in more provincial areas, and willingness to 

spend money and provide subsidies; 

 Feedback and monitoring systems through data; 

 Political support over time; 

 Inclusion of land use and restraint based policies; and, 

 Regional structures, even if voluntary, in particular to assist integrated public transport service 

provision, ticketing, and investment. 
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The US Department of Transportation (2004) Introductions concept of “solutions packages” 

including: 

 Info-structure; 

 Infrastructure; and, 

 Land use strategies. 

Sussman (2001) further emphasises the need to integrate the consideration of operations in strategic 

planning, decision making and funding, defining the scope of ‘operations’ as: 

 Operating the infrastructure (operations centres, toll collection, network management, traffic 

lights, intermodal coordination); 

 Managing demand for services (road pricing and traveller information); 

 Performance measurement, review and modification; and, 

 Public and stakeholder relations and marketing. 

The World Bank (2013) is a recent study which provides advice on transport institutional set ups 

and coordination from international case studies, identifying the need for attention on a range of 

perspectives: 

 Functional (e.g. links between transport land use planning); 

 Spatial (e.g. cross-boundary); 

 Sectoral (i.e. multi-modality); and, 

 Hierarchy (i.e. vertical and horizontal), from the strategic to operational level. 

The conditions for success it sets out include building: 

 Policies in the public interest; 

 Technical capacity; 

 Secure financial basis; and, 

 Strong political support. 

5.2.1 Concentrating on tactical decisions 

As shown above, investment, prioritisation and implementation tactics are affected by funding 

opportunities, technical decision support tools, and political priorities. Properly understanding and 

resourcing a tactical functions can help manage gateway ‘barriers’ between delivery stages, and 

reduce silos between decision making for modes of transport. 

Tactical responsibilities determine how and where to deploy investments to deliver actions which 

best meet the overall strategy. In a policy environment where objectives are settled, or where a tacit 

recognition exists that internally conflicting outputs are part of public sector decision making (for 

example, comparing spending on roads with sustainable transport activities), it is probably the most 

important part of decision making. Strategy will not affect the chain (or loose rope) of decision-

making, and there is not enough scope at the operational delivery end to manifestly change 

outcomes. By contrast, tactical decisions can help interpret the strategic space one way or another, 

and small decisions can help determine the degree to which a policy instrument, when delivered, is 
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successful. For example, is the design detail correct, or is an effective communications and 

marketing strategy in place to ensure the success of the intervention in its intended to achieve. This 

requires the right mix of people to be on board and contributing to the decision-making process. An 

example of the relationship between strategic, tactical and operational decision making is provided 

by Van de Velde (1999). 

Figure 11. Three tiers of organisational function: strategic, tactical, and operational. Source: Van de Velde 

(1999) 

 

5.3 Summary: Factors that help make transport governance 

work at the regional level 

Common themes in what are seen as some of the more successful organisational models for 

transport include the presence or control over the following (Table 3): 

Table 3. Tips for integrated decision making for integrated regional transport decision-making (Source: 

Literature review; see References). 

Theme Recommendations for integrated, transport system-wide decision-making 

Scope of remit:  Control of policies to facilitate movement and encourage modal shift, e.g. parking 

regulations, demand management, travel plan programmes; 

 Land use planning to encourage use of sustainable travel modes; 

 Provision of public transport coordination and ticketing (e.g. timetables, fares, ticketing); 

 Provision of both planning and operations within the same organisational level, balancing 

long term needs with day to day activities to create a joint effort; 

 Multi-modal focus, allowing highways, public transport and other sustainable transport to be 

prioritised; 

 Shared consensus of problems and priorities, and policies in the public interest; 
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Theme Recommendations for integrated, transport system-wide decision-making 

Organisational 

development: 
 Gradual improvement and evolution over a long period of time, taking into account previous 

governance structures, with credibility developed through successful early delivery of 

‘smart’ projects; 

 Strong leadership and political support; 

 Stable officer body to provide continuity through potential political changes; 

 Use of networked governance alongside sound structures; 

Funding, 

spending and 

decision 

making: 

 Availability of independently/locally generated funding sources, including user levies, taxes 

and charges; 

 Balance and coordination between capital (infrastructure/hardware) and operations in 

activities and funding; 

 Prioritisation of transport investments based on ridership potential, rather than a simple 

spread across geographic areas; 

 Appropriate level of national involvement, including legal basis and regulatory support; 

‘Infostructure’:  Use of data gathering and information sharing, to bring evidence to tactical decisions on 

targeting improvements to the system; 

 Links and feedback between all delivery stages (e.g. policy to operations) through 

performance measurement; 

 Public relations and stakeholder relationships/forums; 

 Customer focus, traveller information and way-finding, user experience, marketing initiatives 

and branding (‘software’). 
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6 Discussion 

Some of the challenges to successful decision making are shown in Figure 12. Challenges for 

regional governance involve: 

 Building strong connections between modes of transport for local and regional 

movements; 

 Introducing clearly branded and marketed propositions; 

 Coordinating and funding a fair investment programme across the area; and 

 Establishing a transparent leadership model leading to enhanced democratic 

involvement in decision making, and accountability. 

A discussion of these different aspects is outlined below. 

Figure 12 Considerations in transport governance at the regional level 

 

 

6.1.1 Building strong connections between modes of transport for local and 

regional movements 

Part of the main thrust of current transport investment comes from the job creation that arises from 

infrastructure projects, alongside their perceived contribution economic development by providing 

accessibility to development sites. 
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Some of the development of scheme packages to date has been time constrained in response to 

devolution and funding application timescales, and the need for well-developed or ‘shovel ready’ 

schemes that can be delivered with certainty and in the short to medium term. There has been 

limited opportunity for a blank sheet of paper approach, and in some cases packages have been 

brought together without a strategic document having been put into place and the consultation this 

would normally involve. 

Roads investment forms the bulk of many of the packages put forward. There is a question over 

what in meant by ‘strategically important’ modes of transport, and the effect of attention on 

particular areas of investment at the regional level, and what this could mean for local funding. 

Active travel may be a case in point. This could, and arguably, should be seen as a strategic mode 

alongside all others; solutions are potentially a means of mitigating the need for capacity increases, 

and hit many of the policy outcomes espoused by both central and local government (including 

health, environment and economy). However, the mechanisms whereby strategic active travel 

corridors may be compared in value against other transport propositions, such as roads or public 

transport, does not seem in evidence. Leaving such modes to the local level of decision making may 

undervalue their strategic importance, and limit sources of investment should these be ‘scoped out’ 

in sub-national decision making. This contrasts, for example, with the high profile nature of 

investment in cycling corridors in London, the sentiments of the Government’s Cycling and 

Walking Investment Strategy (CWIS) for England, and aspirational decision making in other areas 

of the world (e.g. Norway) where planning for strategic interurban cycling corridors is receiving 

some attention. With the Local Sustainable Transport Fund in a period of transition, it is important 

that active travel is not lost in the new layers of decision making. Who can champion this at the 

regional level remains to be seen (e.g. see Section 6.1.4, below), and the development of any 

regional prioritisation models (to support or replace methods such as NATA or STAG) should be 

inclusive of such investment options. 

6.1.2 Introducing clearly branded and marketed propositions 

New layers of governance have brought within them new brands and logos to front the projects and 

concepts being introduced at each level. These suggest these organisations are public facing, but 

how well does the public understand these bodies, and are communications vertically integrated, 

e.g. between local authorities, combined authorities and a regional body such as Transport for the 

North? Can the public tell their Northern Rail from their Rail North, or their Transport for the North 

from their Nexus or North East Combined Authority, or the Sestran from their Accelerating Growth 

City Deal? 

With the pace of change, it is not unlikely that some in the industry have not yet fully grasped the 

new context of governance, or reached a level of comfort with where responsibilities have been 

devolved or transferred to, and what this means for them in their own jobs or organisations and their 

relationships with their stakeholder communities (including the tax paying, voting public), further 

discussed in Section 6.1.4, below. Some of the research for this paper has encountered some 

difficulties in sourcing authoritative information, and the public face of different initiatives is 

available. 

With projects such as integrated transport systems, behaviour change campaigning and multi-

operator ticketing, it is important that domains of responsibility and customer service channels are 

properly mapped out and clearly understood by all. This now requires some careful thought, as the 
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new suite of organisations have developed their identities and are now embarking on operational 

development. These are clearly more complex arrangements than the previously standardised 

system of PTE/county/unitary/districts and their responsibilities for transport decision making. 

6.1.3 Coordinating and funding a fair investment programme across the 

area 

Three key challenges involve ensuring value from the additional layers governance, including 

planning and staffing, ensuring that their outputs are equitable across the areas which they 

represent, and then ensuring that appropriate feedbacks are in place between those delivering 

services and those making investment decisions. 

The first challenge is to justify the call of regional layers of government on the public purse, and 

any financial contributions to their operations, investments or staffing from the local level 

particularly in the age of local government ‘austerity’. Having an agreed and acceptable funding 

regime and level of service will ensure a sustainable model of operations in the long term. 

The second challenge is complex, in reconciling the widely diverging needs of different local areas, 

between geographies of the same types (e.g. towns and cities within a region), and the different 

needs of urban and rural areas. At a regional level, areas of isolated or rural populations can be 

significant, and the solutions for sustainable travel requiring different skills, knowledge and funding 

streams to those in urban areas. The way transport serves other public services such as health and 

education, and the balance between this and travel to work concerns, may vary across these areas. 

The third area requires sound monitoring systems and good communications between operational 

levels, be they local authorities or transport operators, and those at a more remote or more strategic 

regional level of coordination and decision making. 

6.1.4 Establishing a transparent leadership model leading to enhanced 

democratic involvement in decision making, and accountability 

Transparent and open decision making an important component to each of the other challenges 

identified above – considering and championing the roles of different modes of transport, packaging 

initiatives in a way that is publicly comprehensible, and balancing priorities across different 

geographic contexts. Gaining public involvement in broad, wide reaching regional structures may 

be difficult, and to some extent may work against devolution and localism as some responsibilities 

are transferred upwards as well as devolved down from central Government. Whether the public 

needs to be involved in regional decision making is a broader question, but if not, this works against 

the many years of developing more open and consultative government at the local level. Have 

regions adequately yet defined their stakeholders? 

The breadth of involvement in decision making requires fairness and representation. This involves a 

complex chain of influence involving Council leaders, portfolio holders and officers channelling 

inputs from their stakeholders and local interests into decision making which represents the 

priorities of the region as a whole, all within the context of increasing demands and limitations on 

their time. Some previous examples of transport decision making, such as the Regional Transport 

Board under the South East Regional Assembly, hosted ‘SEEPs’ (social, economic and 

environmental partners) in an attempt to ensure all aspects of the sustainable development agenda 
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were represented in decision making. There is a challenge to maintain the interests of such parties in 

current decision making structures and investment regimes. It is therefore important that 

prioritisation regimes have these interests embedded. 

It remains to be seen whether Mayors can wield influence and provide a figurehead across areas that 

are dispersed and contrasting in nature. Cities such as Bristol and London have shown they can play 

a role in more defined areas within an existing decision making set up. However, their role will be 

important in ensuring positive progress rather than development of the transport agenda based on 

referendum, veto or local political positioning. 

7 Conclusions 

This paper has set out the rapidly changing face of transport governance in the UK, and the 

variations in approach across regions and between Scotland and England. It has outlined some key 

responsibilities for the effective planning and delivery of transport at the regional level, with 

examples of existing and emerging models such as Combined Authorities (England) and established 

Regional Transport Partnerships (Scotland). The thinking associated with this paper will continue as 

these governance models become more developed and deliver results on the ground. This provides a 

context for a review of the institutional governance arrangements that already exist in Scotland for 

transport decision making. 

Arup has produced a report, Future North (http://publications.arup.com/publications/f/future_north), 

which outlines the following priorities for transport (Figure 10). Transforming mobility across the 

North means considering the needs of the whole region. It asks, how can rail, light rail, bus, car, 

cycleways and walkways be integrated to deliver greater mobility? And how do we create the most 

efficient journeys, whether within our cities, between cities, or outside of cities, connecting our 

towns and villages? 

Figure 13. Future North transport priorities (Arup, 2016) 

 
 

http://publications.arup.com/publications/f/future_north
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The tenth anniversary of Transport Scotland presents an opportunity for review of institutional 

structures. This should focus on the key findings of this paper, including the approach to multi-

modality at different levels, transparent and accessible decision-making, and developing value from 

the organisations that exist at the regional level whilst clearly communicating their role and 

relationships within the overall governance structure. 

Arup’s expertise covers transport planning, organisational development and foresight activities. For 

further information, please contact Reggie.Tricker@arup.com  
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